MINNESOTA FOSTER CARE

Smoke-free Foster Care in Local Minnesota Communities:

A Few Policy Considerations

Although more than twenty states have adopted smoke-free foster care regulations, a growing
number of local communities are also moving forward with initiatives to prohibit smoking in
foster care settings. This fact sheet includes several questions that local communities might
have when considering the adoption of such a policy.1

Q: What are some policy options at the
state level for regulating smoking in foster
care homes?

A growing number of local communities are
prohibiting smoking in foster care settings.

A: States typically pass laws and regulations

regulating smoking in foster care homes in two ways:
statutory law (generally by amending a “clean indoor
air act”) or administrative rule (generally by adopting
a foster care licensing requirement).

Q: What’s the difference between statutory
law and an administrative rule?
A: Statutes are state laws passed by the legislature.

Administrative codes, rules and regulations—
■■

Have the force and effect of law

■■

Are enacted by an office or agency of the state
under authority granted by the legislature (often
under what is called an “enabling statute”), and
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■■

Typically interpret the requirements of an office
or agency.

Many of the administrative rules that govern
Minnesota foster care are located in Minnesota Rules,
parts 9560.0500 to 9560.0950.

Q: What type of smoke-free foster care
policies can be adopted at the local level?
A: Local governments and agencies do not have

the authority to adopt foster care licensing
requirements; this is the role of the Division of
Licensing in the Minnesota Department of Human
Services. The Division of Licensing enforces
standards adopted to protect the health, safety, rights
and well-being of persons in programs required to
be licensed under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 245A
and Minnesota Rules.
Under the Minnesota Clean Indoor Air Act,
cities and counties are expressly allowed to enact
and enforce more stringent measures to protect
individuals from secondhand smoke.2 Local
authorities can adopt smoke-free ordinances or
administrative policies that regulate smoking in foster
care homes. Some of these measures are described
as “child placement preference” requirements to
distinguish them from licensing standards. Each
of these measures needs an enforcement provision
that identifies the enforcement authority and
consequences if a provider is noncompliant. Penalties
can include citations, fines, or an agency’s refusal to
place foster children with a provider until or unless
the provider complies with the smoke-free restriction.

Q: Can foster care providers require that
children not be exposed to secondhand
smoke when they’re on home visits?
A: Home visits must be consistent with the best

interest of a foster child.3 Although foster children
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are wards of the state, the state does not have the
authority to enforce a non-smoking requirement
outside the foster care provider environment or
vehicle. Occasionally, foster children on unsupervised
home visits may be exposed to secondhand smoke by
birth parents and others who may be in proximity to
foster children. If a foster child returns from a home
visit smelling of tobacco smoke, the social worker
can talk with the respective parents and guardians
and explain the provider’s smoke-free policy and
public health rationale for protecting the child from
exposure to secondhand smoke. Each situation needs
to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.4

Q: If the biological parents of a foster child
do not object to a foster home that allows
smoking, can the requirement be bypassed?
A: Smoke-free foster care policies are passed based

on public health concerns and the best interest of the
child and typically would not allow exceptions.

Q: Why include a smoke-free provision
for vehicles in which foster children are
transported?
A: Pollution levels generated by secondhand smoke
in the small confined space of vehicles can rapidly
reach dangerously high levels and pose potentially
serious health risks for drivers and passengers —
especially children and infants, who are especially
susceptible to the contaminants in secondhand
smoke because their bodies are still developing.

Q: Does the government have authority to
regulate smoking in private vehicles?
A: Government regulation in the private domain

of one’s vehicle is neither new nor uncommon and
is justified by the government’s legitimate interest
in protecting public health and safety.5 Laws
require drivers and passengers to wear seatbelts and
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law is rationally related to the advancement of a
legitimate government purpose. In this situation,
the government’s purpose in prohibiting the use of
tobacco in vehicles is to protect the best interests of
foster children inside these vehicles; when weighed
against the desire of adult smokers to smoke in their
vehicles, the public health interest of the children
prevails. Keep in mind that a smoke-free foster care
policy does NOT prohibit foster care providers from
smoking at all; it just prohibits them from smoking
in certain foster care settings.

Q: What about prohibiting smoking outside
the foster home? Attached garage? Porch or
deck? Enclosed porch?
A: Smoke-free policies for foster care providers

young children to be restrained in booster seats;
they also prohibit the use of alcohol or possession
of open bottles of alcohol in moving vehicles. The
government has the authority to regulate private
conduct, such as the use of a motor vehicle, if the
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vary in coverage, with some prohibiting smoking
exclusively within the foster home and vehicles used
to transport foster children. An attached garage,
enclosed porch deck or breezeway would likely be
considered part of the inside area of the foster home
and thus subject to the smoking regulation. Other
policies prohibit smoking outside within a certain
distance (10 or 15 feet, for example) of entrances,
exits, windows that open and ventilation intakes that
serve an enclosed area of the family home where
smoking is prohibited. Yet other policies prohibit
smoking outside the family foster home within a
certain distance of a child in foster care.

The Public Health Law Center provides information and technical assistance on
issues related to public health. The Public Health Law Center does not provide legal
representation or advice. This document should not be considered legal advice. For
specific legal questions, consult with an attorney.
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For additional information and related terms on foster care licensing, see Minn. Stat. 245A.02 (2012), available at
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=245A.02. See also Kerry Cork, Public Health Law Center, Smoke-free Foster
Care: Policy Options and the Duty to Protect: A Policy Options Brief, 2d ed. (2013).
Minn. Stat. § 144.411, sub.d 4(a) (2007).

Minn. Stat. § 260C.212, subd. 1(c) (5) (2012).

For more information about home visits for children in foster care, see Minn. Dep’t of Human Servs., Child and
Family Visitation: A Practice Guide to Support Lasting Reunification and Preserving Family Connections for Children
in Foster Care (2009), available at https://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Legacy/DHS-5552-ENG. Also, keep in
mind that the court establishes reasonable rules for supervised and unsupervised visitation, and that it is concerned
that these visits contribute to the goals of the court order and help maintain family relationships. No parent may be
denied visitation unless the court finds that visitation would prevent meeting court-ordered goals or physically or
emotionally endanger a child. Minn. Stat. § 260C.201, subd. 5.

Susan Weisman, Public Health Law Center, Kids, Cars and Cigarettes: Policy Options for Smoke-free Vehicles (2010),
available at http://publichealthlawcenter.org/sites/default/files/resources/phlc-policybrief-kidscarssmoke-2010_0.pdf.
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